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A residency-culminating exhibition from Umar Rashid (Frohawk Two 
Feathers) imagines a Colonial Era fête of global dignitaries (with 

anachronistic pop culture references like a basketball game and BBQ) 
whose arrival feast is interrupted by an uprising led by enslaved people 

 

Taking place in 1794 in the imaginary “Belhaven Republic” (Rashid’s fictional 
designation for the DC-area transatlantic trade port of Alexandria, Virginia), the 

exhibition continues Rashid’s examination of historical power structures but 
focuses specifically on the class dynamics of food 

 
 

Washington, DC — Fall 2021 — DC-based nonprofit CulturalDC, known for supporting ambitious 
and timely artistic endeavors such as Jennifer Rubell’s Ivanka Vacuuming (2016), is pleased to have 
Los Angeles-based artist Umar Rashid (Frohawk Two Feathers) as the inaugural resident of its 
Capital Artist Residency program, an annual initiative dedicated to elevating impactful discourse 
from visual and multidisciplinary artists of color. 
 
Presented in a solo exhibition on view September 24 – November 21, the focus of Rashid’s residency 
has been producing the latest installment of his massive fictional universe 18 years in the making: 
“an alternative, feudal version of America that has nobility and titles.” Within this world, Rashid 
whimsically imagines the cultural intricacies of Colonial Era class dynamics through cross-
generational iconography, maps, cosmological diagrams, Afrofuturistic sensibilities, and pop culture 
references from his upbringing, such as the Golden Age of hip hop.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
     

     All acrylic and spray paint on canvas, 2021, 36 x 36 in. Artwork titles, from left: We up. We down. The Belhaven Invitational Basketball tournament and cook out ends in defeat 
for the Irish indentures at the hands of Supreme Team Tobacco. The historical origin of the half smoke.     •     Premonition of a horrible American diet. The feast commences. Start 

the dance. Quantity over quality. All of the imported vegetables, grains, cheeses, and meats produced pepperoni pizza, pork fried rice, and churrascaria. A rebel appears in a green 
jacket. St. MacDonald watches over us. No secret.      •      We will allow you to keep the lesser half of the shit you think you own. Shango and Oya destroy an empty, outgoing 

slave ship while allowing a crimson corvette to deposit the trade goods for the fete at Belhaven Manor. Don’t fuck with the cosmic gods. 
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The exhibition, Culinarialism, specifically focuses on class dynamics of food while poignantly 
acknowledging the DC area’s problematic history as an epicenter of inhumane international trade 
practices. The show utilizes the narrative framework of a ritzy dinner party attended by colonizers 
and visiting global dignitaries—the ultimate embodiment of how food that’s available exclusively 
to a privileged class has always reached their plates at immense human and environmental cost. 
While researching during his residency, Rashid learned about harmful recurrences that span 
history, from mass enslavements for the sole purpose of food production, to various iterations of 
the contemporary issue of how quinoa was an Andean nutrition staple until global trends drove 
prices up to an extent that precluded its regional accessibility.  
 
In the events depicted across the exhibition’s 17 works, Rashid punctuates the wealthy dignitaries’ 
feast with an uprising led by enslaved people. The show’s six large paintings, which feature 
anachronistic pop culture references like a game of basketball and a barbeque, detail various 
sequential stages of the event: the preparation and reception of goods; the hunting of animals; 
the parties and dancing; the meal itself; and the uprising that ends the festivities, assisted in part 
by divine intervention from the Yoruba gods. The second grouping, eleven wood-mounted, ink-on-
paper works that have undergone a tea-pigment aging process, includes smaller pieces like 
regional maps and portraits of Belhaven (the fictional region’s titular colonizer) and his associates, 
as well as portraits of the opposition movement’s leadership. 
 
Said Rashid, “The main focus of my work is the stories and reinvented histories of people of color, 
who are oftentimes marginalized and omitted from the historical record—and the intricacies of 
race, gender, class, and overall power in the colonial world.” In his work, “iconography serves as a 
place marker between past, present, and future.” His narratives are “massively informed by the 
Golden Age hip hop culture of [his] youth,” as well as various pop culture references ranging from 
ancient to contemporary. “Gang and prison culture, as well as specific revolutionary movements 
throughout time, also influence my work.” 
 
Regarding the show’s specific commentary on food within his larger exploration of class dynamics, 
Rashid remarked: “The entire history of food is an ancient colonial enterprise that originated in 
the ancient world and continues until this day. Greed, complicity, and duplicity plague us all and 
prevent us from creating not a perfect union, rather a palatable union.” 
 
Addressing the harsh, present-day realities that further informed the exhibition’s development, 
Rashid explains: “In this age of relative plenty, the majority of people find it inconceivable that 
everything that is seen hasn’t always been there. The economics of food production have changed 
very little from the colonial age despite the fact that some countries have adopted a more 
scientific approach to crop rotation, vertical farming, and limiting overgrazing of livestock. Yet still, 
desertification from overgrazing, poisoning of lakes and rivers from fertilizers create algae blooms, 
zootrophic diseases infest the livestock and become transmissible to humans. There’s the gross 
waste and mismanagement of arable land to grow a single crop for profit, resulting in devastation 
of the land and ecosystems, and in some cases widespread death from famine and overwork. 
Apathy? Or a general lack of attention being paid? And every once and a while, there’ll be a story  
 



 
 
on the human cost of commercial farming. No one cares, as long as the grocery is open until 
9pm.” 
 
Culinarialism is staged within CulturalDC's Mobile Art Gallery, a shipping container that's been 
converted to have a fully white-box interior and gallery lighting for an effect reminiscent of many 
small Lower East Side galleries. The roving program is an accessibility initiative that brings art to 
locales outside of concentrated cultural districts. 
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CULTURALDC MISSION STATEMENT 
Established in 1998, CulturalDC supports innovative artists across all disciplines and makes their work accessible to 
diverse audiences. It provides unconventional space for relevant and challenging work that is essential to nurturing 
vibrant urban communities. 
 

 
ABOUT THE CAPITAL ARTIST RESIDENCY 
CulturalDC’s new Capital Artist Residency, launched in 2021, is an annual program dedicated to supporting artists 
of color whose work contributes to a regional and national artistic dialogue. 
 
The Capital Artist Residency provides 1-3 months of benefits including family-friendly housing; studio or rehearsal 
space; childcare coordination; stipend; and an eight-week exhibition. The 2021 program is supported by lead 
sponsor Amazon, with housing provided by Jair Lynch Real Estate Partners. 
 
This initiative will sponsor, promote, and house one visual or multidisciplinary artist each year in Washington, DC—
offering a creative space tailored for the artist to develop and amplify their unique perspective from a national 
platform. 
 
CulturalDC’s twenty-year history of supporting artists through commissioned opportunities, professional 
development, performance and exhibition space uniquely positions the organization to understand the artist’s 
experience in DC, while making space for their perspective and creative voice. 
 
 
ABOUT UMAR RASHID (FROHAWK TWO FEATHERS) 
Umar Rashid (Frohawk Two Feathers) is a Los Angeles-based artist who re-imagines 18th century colonial history, 
conjuring a fictional cast of subjects within his own original, on-going narrative that includes a rebel fighting force 
of freed slaves, militiamen, dukes, lords, and tribesmen. Rashid paints ink and acrylic scenes onto coffee and tea 
stained paper, detailing colonial uprisings against the imaginary superpowers Frengland and Fenoscandia. His 
images contain a mashup of historical and cultural references combining elements of 18th and 19th century 
colonel portraiture and folk art with visual signifiers of contemporary urban culture, including jewelry and body art 
associated with present-day gangsters and hipsters. Frohawk Two Feathers wryly points to the instability of public 
histories and confronts issues of race, power, and greed. 
 
Rashid’s work is in the collections of the 21C Museum, Brooklyn Museum, Conseil Regional de la Guadeloupe, 
Hudson River Museum, Mount Holyoke College Art Museum, Nevada Museum of Art, Ruth and Elmer Wellin 
Museum of Art at Hamilton College, Santa Barbara Museum of Art, and Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art, 
among others. 


